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Mayor Castner and Members of the Homer City Council,
 
I don't envy your position as you go into Monday's work session
discussing what to do about the HERC and responding to the many
questions - should we tear it down? tear down just the smaller
building? build something new? build something for our current
needs or for the future? And above it all - what can we afford
and how do we pay for it?
 
Homer needs a community center. It's an investment that
should’ve been made years ago when state monies were plentiful.
Yet here we are. I hope the way forward doesn't include an
approach that tries to make the HERC last until more funding
comes along because there are no guarantees more funding WILL
come along. And if we don’t move forward NOW, when will we? 
 
The concept of a community center has been before us for a long
time. Homer residents have continually voiced their support for
a community recreation and multi-use facility specifically
through the 2015 PARCAC needs assessment and the work of the
HERC Task Force. Members of the public have attended meetings,
Brown Bag lunches, focus groups, one-on-one meetings, and
participated in telephone surveys. The future of the HERC has
been the subject of several City Council presentations, site
visits, and work sessions such as the one scheduled this coming
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central Reykjavik, looks practically deserted. There’s an occasional adult with a


stroller, but the park’s surrounded by apartment blocks and houses, and school’s


out—so where are all the kids?


Walking with me are Gudberg Jónsson, a local


psychologist, and Harvey Milkman, an American


psychology professor who teaches for part of the


year at Reykjavik University. Twenty years ago,


says Gudberg, Icelandic teens were among the


heaviest-drinking youths in Europe. “You couldn’t


walk the streets in downtown Reykjavik on a Friday


night because it felt unsafe,” adds Milkman.


“There were hordes of teenagers getting in-your-


face drunk.”


We approach a large building. “And here we have


the indoor skating,” says Gudberg.


ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT


A couple of minutes ago, we passed two halls dedicated to badminton and ping
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pong. Here in the park, there’s also an athletics track, a geothermally heated


swimming pool and—at last—some visible kids, excitedly playing football on an


artificial pitch.


Young people aren’t hanging out in the park right now, Gudberg explains,


because they’re in after-school classes in these facilities, or in clubs for music,


dance, or art. Or they might be on outings with their parents.


Today, Iceland tops the European table for the cleanest-living teens. The


percentage of 15- and 16-year-olds who had been drunk in the previous month


plummeted from 42 percent in 1998 to 5 percent in 2016. The percentage who


have ever used cannabis is down from 17 percent to 7 percent. Those smoking


cigarettes every day fell from 23 percent to just 3 percent.


The way the country has achieved


this turnaround has been both


radical and evidence-based, but it


has relied a lot on what might be


termed enforced common sense.


“This is the most remarkably


intense and profound study of


stress in the lives of teenagers


that I have ever seen,” says


Milkman. “I’m just so impressed


by how well it is working.”


If it was adopted in other


countries, Milkman argues, the


Icelandic model could benefit the


general psychological and


physical wellbeing of millions of


kids, not to mention the coffers of


healthcare agencies and broader


society. It’s a big if.
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“I was in the eye of the storm of the drug revolution,” Milkman explains over tea


in his apartment in Reykjavik. In the early 1970s, when he was doing an


internship at the Bellevue Psychiatric Hospital in New York City, “LSD was


already in, and a lot of people were smoking marijuana. And there was a lot of


interest in why people took certain drugs.”


Milkman’s doctoral dissertation concluded that people would choose either


heroin or amphetamines depending on how they liked to deal with stress. Heroin


users wanted to numb themselves; amphetamine users wanted to actively


confront it. After this work was published, he was among a group of researchers


drafted by the U.S. National Institute on Drug Abuse to answer questions such as:


why do people start using drugs? Why do they continue? When do they reach a


threshold to abuse? When do they stop? And when do they relapse?


“Any college kid could say: Why do they start? Well, there’s availability, they’re


risk-takers, alienation, maybe some depression,” he says. “But why do they


continue? So I got to the question about the threshold for abuse and the lights


went on—that’s when I had my version of the ‘aha’ experience: they could be on


the threshold for abuse before they even took the drug, because it was their style


of coping that they were abusing.”


At Metropolitan State College of Denver, Milkman was instrumental in


developing the idea that people were getting addicted to changes in brain


chemistry. Kids who were “active confronters” were after a rush—they’d get it by


stealing hubcaps and radios and later cars, or through stimulant drugs. Alcohol


also alters brain chemistry, of course. It’s a sedative but it sedates the brain’s
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At Metropolitan State College of Denver, Milkman was instrumental in


developing the idea that people were getting addicted to changes in brain


chemistry. Kids who were “active confronters” were after a rush—they’d get it by


stealing hubcaps and radios and later cars, or through stimulant drugs. Alcohol


also alters brain chemistry, of course. It’s a sedative but it sedates the brain’s







control first, which can remove inhibitions and, in limited doses, reduce anxiety.


“People can get addicted to drink, cars, money, sex, calories, cocaine—


whatever,” says Milkman. “The idea of behavioral addiction became our


trademark.”


This idea spawned another: “Why not orchestrate a social movement around


natural highs: around people getting high on their own brain chemistry—because


it seems obvious to me that people want to change their consciousness—without


the deleterious effects of drugs?”


By 1992, his team in Denver had won a $1.2 million government grant to form


Project Self-Discovery, which offered teenagers natural-high alternatives to drugs


and crime. They got referrals from teachers, school nurses and counsellors,


taking in kids from the age of 14 who didn’t see themselves as needing treatment


but who had problems with drugs or petty crime.


“We didn’t say to them, you’re coming in for treatment. We said, we’ll teach you


anything you want to learn: music, dance, hip hop, art, martial arts.” The idea


was that these different classes could provide a variety of alterations in the kids’


brain chemistry, and give them what they needed to cope better with life: some


might crave an experience that could help reduce anxiety, others may be after a


rush.


At the same time, the recruits got life-skills training, which focused on improving


their thoughts about themselves and their lives, and the way they interacted with


other people. “The main principle was that drug education doesn’t work because


nobody pays attention to it. What is needed are the life skills to act on that


information,” Milkman says. Kids were told it was a three-month program. Some


stayed five years.
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In 1991, Milkman was invited to Iceland to talk about this work, his findings and


ideas. He became a consultant to the first residential drug treatment centre for


adolescents in Iceland, in a town called Tindar. “It was designed around the idea


of giving kids better things to do,” he explains. It was here that he met Gudberg,


who was then a psychology undergraduate and a volunteer at Tindar. They have


been close friends ever since.


Milkman started coming regularly to Iceland and giving talks. These talks, and


Tindar, attracted the attention of a young researcher at the University of Iceland,


called Inga Dóra Sigfúsdóttir. She wondered: what if you could use healthy


alternatives to drugs and alcohol as part of a program not to treat kids with


problems, but to stop kids drinking or taking drugs in the first place?
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Have you ever tried alcohol? If so, when did you last have a drink? Have you ever


been drunk? Have you tried cigarettes? If so, how often do you smoke? How much


time to you spend with your parents? Do you have a close relationship with your


parents? What kind of activities do you take part in?


In 1992, 14-, 15- and 16-year-olds in every school in Iceland filled in a


questionnaire with these kinds of questions. This process was then repeated in


1995 and 1997.


The results of these surveys were alarming. Nationally, almost 25 percent were


smoking every day, over 40 percent had got drunk in the past month. But when


the team drilled right down into the data, they could identify precisely which


schools had the worst problems—and which had the least. Their analysis revealed


clear differences between the lives of kids who took up drinking, smoking and


other drugs, and those who didn’t. A few factors emerged as strongly protective:


participation in organized activities—especially sport—three or four times a week,


total time spent with parents during the week, feeling cared about at school, and


not being outdoors in the late evenings.


“At that time, there had been all kinds of substance prevention efforts and


programs,” says Inga Dóra, who was a research assistant on the surveys. “Mostly


they were built on education.” Kids were being warned about the dangers of drink


and drugs, but, as Milkman had observed in the U.S., these programs were not


working. “We wanted to come up with a different approach.”


The mayor of Reykjavik, too, was interested in trying something new, and many


parents felt the same, adds Jón Sigfússon, Inga Dóra’s colleague and brother. Jón


had young daughters at the time and joined her new Icelandic Centre for Social
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Research and Analysis when it was set up in 1999. “The situation was bad,” he


says. “It was obvious something had to be done.”


Using the survey data and insights from research including Milkman’s, a new


national plan was gradually introduced. It was called Youth in Iceland.


Laws were changed. It became illegal to buy tobacco under the age of 18 and


alcohol under the age of 20, and tobacco and alcohol advertising was banned.


Links between parents and school were strengthened through parental


organizations which by law had to be established in every school, along with


school councils with parent representatives. Parents were encouraged to attend


talks on the importance of spending a quantity of time with their children rather


than occasional “quality time”, on talking to their kids about their lives, on


knowing who their kids were friends with, and on keeping their children home in


the evenings.


A law was also passed prohibiting children aged between 13 and 16 from being


outside after 10 p.m. in winter and midnight in summer. It’s still in effect today.


Home and School, the national umbrella body for parental organizations,


introduced agreements for parents to sign. The content varies depending on the


age group, and individual organizations can decide what they want to include. For


kids aged 13 and up, parents can pledge to follow all the recommendations, and


also, for example, not to allow their kids to have unsupervised parties, not to buy


alcohol for minors, and to keep an eye on the wellbeing of other children.


These agreements educate parents but also help to strengthen their authority in
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the home, argues Hrefna Sigurjónsdóttir, director of Home and School. “Then it


becomes harder to use the oldest excuse in the book: ‘But everybody else can!’”


State funding was increased for organized sport, music, art, dance and other


clubs, to give kids alternative ways to feel part of a group, and to feel good, rather


than through using alcohol and drugs, and kids from low-income families


received help to take part. In Reykjavik, for instance, where more than a third of


the country’s population lives, a Leisure Card gives families 35,000 krona (£250)


per year per child to pay for recreational activities.


Crucially, the surveys have continued. Each year, almost every child in Iceland


completes one. This means up-to-date, reliable data is always available.


Between 1997 and 2012, the percentage of kids aged 15 and 16 who reported


often or almost always spending time with their parents on weekdays doubled—


from 23 percent to 46 percent—and the percentage who participated in organized


sports at least four times a week increased from 24 percent to 42 percent.


Meanwhile, cigarette smoking, drinking and cannabis use in this age group


plummeted.


“Although this cannot be shown


in the form of a causal


relationship—which is a good


example of why primary


prevention methods are


sometimes hard to sell to


scientists—the trend is very


clear,” notes Álfgeir Kristjánsson,


who worked on the data and is


now at the West Virginia


University School of Public
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Health in the US. “Protective


factors have gone up, risk factors


down, and substance use has


gone down—and more


consistently in Iceland than in


any other European country.”


Jón Sigfússon apologies for being


just a couple of minutes late. “I was on a crisis call!” He prefers not to say


precisely to where, but it was to one of the cities elsewhere in the world that has


now adopted, in part, the Youth in Iceland ideas.


Youth in Europe, which Jón heads, began in 2006 after the already-remarkable


Icelandic data was presented at a European Cities Against Drugs meeting and, he


recalls, “People asked: what are you doing?”


Participation in Youth in Europe is at a municipal level rather than being led by


national governments. In the first year, there were eight municipalities. To date,


35 have taken part, across 17 countries, varying from some areas where just a few


schools take part to Tarragona in Spain, where 4,200 15-year-olds are involved.


The method is always the same: Jón and his team talk to local officials and devise


a questionnaire with the same core questions as those used in Iceland plus any


locally tailored extras. For example, online gambling has recently emerged as a


big problem in a few areas, and local officials want to know if it’s linked to other


risky behavior.


(Dave Imms / Mosaic)
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Just two months after the questionnaires are returned to Iceland, the team sends


back an initial report with the results, plus information on how they compare with


other participating regions. “We always say that, like vegetables, information has


to be fresh,” says Jón. “If you bring these findings a year later, people would say,


Oh, this was a long time ago and maybe things have changed…” As well as fresh, it


has to be local so that schools, parents and officials can see exactly what problems


exist in which areas.


The team has analyzed 99,000 questionnaires from places as far afield as the


Faroe Islands, Malta and Romania—as well as South Korea and, very recently,


Nairobi and Guinea-Bissau. Broadly, the results show that when it comes to teen


substance use, the same protective and risk factors identified in Iceland apply


everywhere. There are some differences: in one location (in a country “on the


Baltic Sea”), participation in organized sport actually emerged as a risk factor.


Further investigation revealed that this was because young ex-military men who


were keen on muscle-building drugs, drinking and smoking were running the


clubs. Here, then, was a well-defined, immediate, local problem that could be


addressed.


While Jón and his team offer advice and information on what has been found to


work in Iceland, it’s up to individual communities to decide what to do in the light


of their results. Occasionally, they do nothing. One predominantly Muslim


country, which he prefers not to identify, rejected the data because it revealed an


unpalatable level of alcohol consumption. In other cities—such as the origin of


Jón’s “crisis call”—there is an openness to the data and there is money, but he has


observed that it can be much more difficult to secure and maintain funding for


health prevention strategies than for treatments.


No other country has made changes on the scale seen in Iceland. When asked if


anyone has copied the laws to keep children indoors in the evening, Jón smiles.


“Even Sweden laughs and calls it the child curfew!”
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Jón’s “crisis call”—there is an openness to the data and there is money, but he has


observed that it can be much more difficult to secure and maintain funding for
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anyone has copied the laws to keep children indoors in the evening, Jón smiles.


“Even Sweden laughs and calls it the child curfew!”







Across Europe, rates of teen


alcohol and drug use have


generally improved over the past


20 years, though nowhere as


dramatically as in Iceland, and


the reasons for improvements are


not necessarily linked to


strategies that foster teen


wellbeing. In the U.K., for


example, the fact that teens are


now spending more time at home


interacting online rather than in


person could be one of the major


reasons for the drop in alcohol


consumption.


But Kaunas, in Lithuania, is one


example of what can happen


through active intervention. Since


2006, the city has administered the questionnaires five times, and schools,


parents, healthcare organizations, churches, the police and social services have


come together to try to improve kids’ wellbeing and curb substance use. For


instance, parents get eight or nine free parenting sessions each year, and a new


program provides extra funding for public institutions and NGOs working in


mental health promotion and stress management. In 2015, the city started


offering free sports activities on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and there


are plans to introduce a free ride service for low-income families, to help kids who


don’t live close to the facilities to attend.
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Between 2006 and 2014, the number of 15- and 16-year-olds in Kaunas who


reported getting drunk in the past 30 days fell by about a quarter, and daily


smoking fell by more than 30 percent.


At the moment, participation in Youth in Europe is a haphazard affair, and the


team in Iceland is small. Jón would like to see a centralized body with its own


dedicated funding to focus on the expansion of Youth in Europe. “Even though


we have been doing this for ten years, it is not our full, main job. We would like


somebody to copy this and maintain it all over Europe,” he says. “And why only


Europe?”


After our walk through Laugardalur Park, Gudberg Jónsson invites us back to his


home. Outside, in the garden, his two elder sons, Jón Konrád, who’s 21, and


Birgir Ísar, who’s 15, talk to me about drinking and smoking. Jón does drink


alcohol, but Birgir says he doesn’t know anyone at his school who smokes or


drinks. We also talk about football training: Birgir trains five or six times a week;


Jón, who is in his first year of a business degree at the University of Iceland, trains


five times a week. They both started regular after-school training when they were


six years old.


“We have all these instruments at home,” their father told me earlier. “We tried


to get them into music. We used to have a horse. My wife is really into horse


riding. But it didn’t happen. In the end, soccer was their selection.”


Did it ever feel like too much? Was there pressure to train when they’d rather have


been doing something else? “No, we just had fun playing football,” says Birgir.


Jón adds, “We tried it and got used to it, and so we kept on doing it.”
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Jón adds, “We tried it and got used to it, and so we kept on doing it.”


It’s not all they do. While Gudberg and his wife Thórunn don’t consciously plan


for a certain number of hours each week with their three sons, they do try to take


them regularly to the movies, the theatre, restaurants, hiking, fishing and, when


Iceland’s sheep are brought down from the highlands each September, even on


family sheep-herding outings.


Jón and Birgir may be exceptionally keen on football, and talented (Jón has been


offered a soccer scholarship to the Metropolitan State University of Denver, and a


few weeks after we meet, Birgir is selected to play for the under-17 national


team). But could the significant rise in the percentage of kids who take part in


organized sport four or more times a week be bringing benefits beyond raising


healthier children?


Could it, for instance, have anything to do with Iceland’s crushing defeat of


England in the Euro 2016 football championship? When asked, Inga Dóra


Sigfúsdóttir, who was voted Woman of the Year in Iceland in 2016, smiles:


“There is also the success in music, like Of Monsters and Men [an indie folk-pop


group from Reykjavik]. These are young people who have been pushed into


organized work. Some people have thanked me,” she says, with a wink.


Elsewhere, cities that have joined Youth in Europe are reporting other benefits. In


Bucharest, for example, the rate of teen suicides is dropping alongside use of


drink and drugs. In Kaunas, the number of children committing crimes dropped


by a third between 2014 and 2015.
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As Inga Dóra says: “We learned through the studies that we need to create


circumstances in which kids can lead healthy lives, and they do not need to use


substances, because life is fun, and they have plenty to do—and they are


supported by parents who will spend time with them.”


When it comes down to it, the messages—if not necessarily the methods—are


straightforward. And when he looks at the results, Harvey Milkman thinks of his


own country, the US. Could the Youth in Iceland model work there, too?


Three-hundred-and-twenty-five million people versus 330,000. Thirty-three


thousand gangs versus virtually none. Around 1.3 million homeless young people


versus a handful.


Clearly, the U.S. has challenges that Iceland does not. But the data from other


parts of Europe, including cities such as Bucharest with major social problems


and relative poverty, shows that the Icelandic model can work in very different


cultures, Milkman argues. And the need in the U.S. is high: underage drinking


accounts for about 11 percent of all alcohol consumed nationwide, and excessive


drinking causes more than 4,300 deaths among under-21 year olds every year.


A national program along the lines of Youth in Iceland is unlikely to be introduced


in the US, however. One major obstacle is that while in Iceland there is long-term


commitment to the national project, community health programs in the U.S. are


usually funded by short-term grants.


Milkman has learned the hard way that even widely applauded, gold-standard


youth programs aren’t always expanded, or even sustained. “With Project Self-


Discovery, it seemed like we had the best program in the world,” he says. “I was


invited to the White House twice. It won national awards. I was thinking: this will


be replicated in every town and village. But it wasn’t.”


He thinks that is because you can’t prescribe a generic model to every community
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because they don’t all have the same resources. Any move towards giving kids in


the U.S. the opportunities to participate in the kinds of activities now common in


Iceland, and so helping them to stay away from alcohol and other drugs, will


depend on building on what already exists. “You have to rely on the resources of


the community,” he says.


His colleague Álfgeir Kristjánsson is introducing the Icelandic ideas to the state of


West Virginia. Surveys are being given to kids at several middle and high schools


in the state, and a community coordinator will help get the results out to parents


and anyone else who could use them to help local kids. But it might be difficult to


achieve the kinds of results seen in Iceland, he concedes.


Short-termism also impedes effective prevention strategies in the U.K., says


Michael O’Toole, CEO of Mentor, a charity that works to reduce alcohol and drug


misuse in children and young people. Here, too, there is no national coordinated


alcohol and drug prevention program. It’s generally left to local authorities or to


schools, which can often mean kids are simply given information about the


dangers of drugs and alcohol—a strategy that, he agrees, evidence shows does not


work.


O’Toole fully endorses the Icelandic focus on parents, school and the community


all coming together to help support kids, and on parents or carers being engaged


in young people’s lives. Improving support for kids could help in so many ways, he


stresses. Even when it comes just to alcohol and smoking, there is plenty of data


to show that the older a child is when they have their first drink or cigarette, the


healthier they will be over the course of their life.


But not all the strategies would be


acceptable in the U.K.—the child


curfews being one, parental


walks around neighborhoods to
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identify children breaking the


rules perhaps another. And a trial


run by Mentor in Brighton that


involved inviting parents into


schools for workshops found that


it was difficult to get them


engaged.


Public wariness and an


unwillingness to engage will be


challenges wherever the Icelandic


methods are proposed, thinks


Milkman, and go to the heart of


the balance of responsibility


between states and citizens.


“How much control do you want the government to have over what happens with


your kids? Is this too much of the government meddling in how people live their


lives?”


In Iceland, the relationship between people and the state has allowed an effective


national program to cut the rates of teenagers smoking and drinking to excess—


and, in the process, brought families closer and helped kids to become healthier


in all kinds of ways. Will no other country decide that these benefits are worth the


costs?


This article appears courtesy of Mosaic Science.


Mosaic is helping with a study to understand peopleʼs views about science-related articles, and we would
appreciate your opinion. If youʼd like to be part of this online survey, please click here.
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Monday.
 
Throughout the studies and surveys done in years past, the most
significant priority rising to the top was space for indoor
activities - a general-purpose gymnasium and a multi-purpose
space for community events and multi-generational activities.
 
The 2015 PARCAC needs assessment included a telephone survey
conducted to primarily assess the community’s willingness to
pay for identified recreation and culture needs. The message
was clear in that 56% of the respondents were supportive of a
multi-use recreational facility and paying a couple hundred
dollars a year in some combination of taxes and user fees; 30%
felt it’s a priority in the next five years; and, 26% felt it’s
a priority but a little further out. Granted this survey was
done in 2015 yet I believe the value Homer residents put on
recreation has not declined over the past seven years.
 
The MAPP Resilience Coalition recently completed its 2022
Community Readiness Assessment and the issue that was
identified through Focus Group Discussions is that: "There are
not enough welcoming, no-cost, safe spaces in our community for
young people to connect with safe and trusted adults, explore
and engage in interests, and enjoy free time during after-
school and evening hours."
 
Last month I happened to hear an NPR program that highlighted
Fayetteville, West Virginia's efforts to address teen substance
abuse and how they were looking into the Icelandic model, a
model which has been mentioned here several times. As mentioned
in this program, teens in Fayetteville were regularly surveyed
about their substance use and related risk factors. Researchers
at West Virginia University found three-quarters of kids were
not part of organized clubs or sports and suggested that
changing that could delay when kids start smoking or drinking.
 
Like other communities, we are also struggling with what to do
with youth. Our young kids and teenagers are left with nowhere
to go after school, especially if both their parents work. The
Icelandic model emphasizes healthy lifestyles and a healthy
community. Nothing is simple as communities and families are
complex. The parents, schools, and policymakers in Iceland
found by taking the time to listen to teens and engaging them
in programs they want rather than implementing prevention
programs that haven't offered long-term solutions, change did
occur. Not overnight, but it did happen. The programs offered
included a variety of options from traditional athletic
programs to hip-hop dance classes. I realize all of this takes



changes in policy, community buy-in, and
prioritization/reallocation of existing funds.
 
We all want to be heard and if given the chance, to be a part
of the solution. If Fayetteville West Virginia is exploring
this as an alternative to the traditional substance abuse
prevention programs, why can't we in Homer?
 
My recent pickleball tournament partner Eric Tutt, and his twin
brother Joel were born and raised here in Homer. They’ve been
playing pickleball for the past two years at the HERC. Both
Eric and Joel have young families. Eric has four young ones
ages three through nine. Joel has two, ages two and four with
one on the way. They both support a community center as a
gathering place for their kids to learn how to play the sports
THEY enjoyed while growing up here - basketball, volleyball,
and now pickleball. As Eric says, there’s currently not a good
option for sports programs and our sports teams have suffered
from the lack of opportunities to be in the gym playing sports
year-round. A multipurpose community Center will provide a
place for ALL age groups to gather for both indoor and outdoor
recreation and classes.
 
A multi-purpose center is a perfect place for youth to go after
school because it ensures that they are safe and have a place
to socialize. A community center would also offer Senior
Citizens exercise classes, educational classrooms, and a
gathering place where they could meet with residents of all
ages.  
 
Finally, let me turn to the topic of pickleball. 
Like other communities both here in Alaska and in the Lower 48,
Homer is experiencing incredible growth in this sport because
it's both fun and accessible. This past weekend, twenty-one
players turned out on a sunny day to play on three courts at
the high school. Kachemak City has recently renovated its
tennis courts and playground and will soon be lining several
pickleball courts. The SPARC is looking into ways it can
convert its flooring to accommodate a USAP-approved ball vs. a
foam ball.
 
The pickleball community currently plays four times a week on
three courts at the HERC. This doesn't include individual
reservations or the weekly introduction to pickleball classes
being taught. Interest continues to grow. Pickleball is
currently taught in high school, middle school, and elementary
schools. As a result parents and children are coming out to
play. We’re outgrowing our three courts and can’t meet the



existing demand. The threat to this sport is not the lack of
interest, but rather the lack of places to play.
 
If we are to accommodate future growth in this sport, we need
six pickleball courts to keep up with the demand. If all goes
well and we're not adversely hit by an increase in Covid, plans
are in the works to host a pickleball tournament over Labor Day
at the HERC. Organizers of the recent successful Eagle River
tournament were interested in helping us coordinate this
tournament for free but they said they couldn't make it work
with just three courts over two days. Rather than giving up, a
number of us are volunteering to organize it and turn it into a
three-day tournament. We're also thinking of fun tournaments
for both beginning players and youth and are already planning
next year’s larger "End of the Road" tournament at the high
school.
 
I know you have tough decisions before you and also realize
these projects take time - obviously years of studies, surveys,
and numerous proposals. Public processes can be messy,
frustrating, and seemingly inefficient but thank you for giving
us options no matter how tough they may be and an avenue to
voice our support and/or concerns. If we as voters say “no” to
whatever proposal is offered then, like the police station,
it's back to the drawing board to seek out what other avenues
there are to respond to the needs we’ve voiced vis-a-vis our
willingness to pay. In the end, residents weigh in, a decision
is made, and the community moves forward. Ah, the beauty of
citizen participation.
 
As a community member, I urge you to invest in the future of
our community. Yes, the pickleball community would love to have
more space to meet our specific needs - yet for me, as a member
of this community, this is more than providing more courts. The
majority of Homer residents have asked for a multipurpose
recreation center not just an additional building to house more
space for basketball, pickleball, and volleyball. We want a
center where our community can gather to exercise, learn, and
develop and build relationships and friendships. 
 
The Homer Chamber of Commerce includes a great description of
our community when it states Homer has a “quality of life
rarely found in one location: endless opportunities for outdoor
recreation, arts, culture - a great place to raise kids and a
profound sense of community.”  This is why my husband and I
chose Homer. I’m also assuming this is the reason our
population is increasing with more families and retirees opting
to move here. 



 
Thank you for your continued involvement in seeking a way
forward. I look forward to hearing your deliberations this
Monday. 
 
 
Janie Leask
Homer Resident
(907) 250-1944
 
 
 


